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The treatment of homosexuals living in Africa, a continent comprised of fifty-four recognized states, has been anything but just, especially in recent years. South Africa remains the only country in the entire continent that has legalized homosexuality. As support for homosexual rights continues to grow around the world, countries
like Cameroon and Uganda continue to foster and implement dangerous anti-homosexual cultural and social norms through existing legislation.³

Article 347-1 of Cameroon’s Model Penal Code and Uganda’s Penal Code of 1950 are the two dominant, ruling authorities governing the maltreatment of homosexuals in their respective countries.⁴ In addition to Uganda’s Penal Code, an anti-homosexuality bill (later ratified as existing legislation), the Anti-Homosexuality Act, was first introduced to Ugandan Parliament in 2009 and enacted as a law in 2014.⁵ Before it was enacted as a law, the Act originally called for death penalty sentencings for repeat offenders of homosexual activity.⁶ Sponsors of the Act required witnesses to report any sexual activity that they observed within twenty-four hours of seeing it.⁷ The Act has played a significant and influential role in the burgeoning anti-homosexual sentiments of conservative Ugandans throughout the country.⁸

While South Africa has made significant advancements in its treatment of homosexuality, making it safer for homosexual individuals to live in harmony with heterosexuals, there is much progress to be made for gay people living in both Cameroon and Uganda.⁹ Legalizing homosexuality in Uganda and Cameroon would undeniably be the best relief for their mistreatment and human rights violations.¹⁰ However, this remedial measure is unlikely to pass as legislation in either country, due to the stringent biases that Cameroonian and Ugandan lawmakers have against homosexuality, and their steadfast convictions in traditional Christian ideologies.¹¹

A more realistic alternative would be decriminalizing homosexuality by placing limitations on how the governing legislation that


⁷. Id.

⁸. See Kawczynska, supra note 5.


¹⁰. See id. at 39.

¹¹. See id. at 34–35.
already exists in Cameroon and Uganda is applied, and reconstructing the legislation in a way that does not necessarily promote homosexuality in both countries, but clearly and explicitly notes who the statutes apply to, and how they are to be applied, thus, protecting the rights and lives of Cameroonian and Ugandan homosexuals.12 This Note will argue that revising the authorities that govern how homosexuality is treated in Cameroon and Uganda—through specific augmentation of which citizens are affected by the governing authorities, how they are affected, and why they are affected—will eventually lead to a decrease in the pervasive discrimination against and persecution of homosexuals living in both countries.

Part I of this Note will discuss the history of homosexuality in South Africa, a country regarded as a pioneer of the gay rights movement on the African continent, followed by a brief overview of the country’s legislation advocating for gay rights, which was successfully passed in 2006.13 The Note will then go on to discuss the positive impact that legalizing homosexuality has had on gay and lesbian individuals—and society in general—in South Africa.14 Parts II and III of the Note will compare how (based on existing legislation) homosexuals are treated in South Africa, with legislation that is currently implemented in both Cameroon and Uganda, and how their ratified laws have a disparate impact on their homosexual communities.

Part IV of this Note will address how Cameroon and Uganda’s current legislation can be altered to abolish persecuting homosexuals and provide for better treatment of gay individuals residing in both countries.

I. HOMOSEXUALITY IN SOUTH AFRICA

A. South Africa’s Legalization of Homosexuality in 1996

South Africa’s Apartheid regime, defined by discrimination, institutionalized racial segregation, and demarcation between white and black South Africans was a major part of the country’s history from 1948 to 1994.15 Because of this, many homosexuals felt the need to live their lives in secrecy, and resorted to forming their own separate communities and residential areas—for example, places like District Six

12. See id. at 38 (discussing how other African countries have applied various laws to strengthen equality for LGBTIQ persons).
13. See Masci et al., supra note 2.
14. See discussion infra Section I.A.
in Cape Town, and Sophiatown in Johannesburg—that were tucked away from the larger metropolises where most South Africans resided. These suburban, residential areas served as an escape for gay and lesbian South Africans, giving them the freedom to live their lives with others who shared similar isolating and oppressive experiences.

The first piece of South African legislation that was drafted to restrict specific types of sexual relationships was the Immorality Act of 1957, which “prohibited sexual intercourse between people of different ethnicities.” The Act restricted “unnatural/immoral sexual acts” in public, which essentially served as a euphemism for any “sexual act[s] associated with homosexuality or non-reproductive intercourse.” The 1966 raid in Forest Town, Johannesburg was the impetus for South African lawmakers to create explicit anti-homosexual legislation.

In January 1966, Johannesburg police arrested nine men for masquerading as women and “participating in ‘indecent activity’”; the raids in Forest Town brought homosexual subculture to the forefront of South African politics, which, in turn, antagonized the homosexual individuals living there who had found peace in embracing their identities in a communal environment. The Immorality Act was amended in 1968, officially outlawing homosexuality.

The eradication of South Africa’s Apartheid regime brought about a much-needed change in legislation for the country. With Nelson Mandela’s release from prison in 1992 and the lifting of bans that had been placed on South Africa’s anti-Apartheid organizations (the African National Congress and the United Democratic Front), LGBT organizations felt free to engage in political discussions associated with their interests, such as making sexual freedom a fundamental human right in the revision of South Africa’s Constitution.

In 1996, Section nine under South Africa’s Bill of Rights (part of the South African Constitution) made discrimination based on sexual orientation illegal, stating:

3. The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds, including race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour,
sexual orientation, age, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, language, and birth. 4. No person may unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly against anyone on one or more grounds in terms of subsection (3) . . . 5. Discrimination on one or more of the grounds listed in subsection (3) is unfair unless it is established that the discrimination is fair.25

Disallowing discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation marked the beginning of a “new South Africa,” one that refused to be marred by its history of prejudice, separatism, and oppression during the Apartheid.26 In 2006, ten years after the South African Constitution was amended, Parliament legalized same-sex marriage.27 This occurred exactly one year after the country’s highest court (the High Court of South Africa) ruled that the previous marriage laws put in place violated the South African Constitution’s guarantee of equal rights.28

South Africa’s constitutional amendment allows for religious institutions and civil officers to refuse to conduct same-sex marriage ceremonies, a provision that South African critics of homophobia say violates homosexual couples’ rights under the South African constitution.29 The country’s new law “passed by a margin of greater than five-to-one,” with support from the African National Congress and its opposition party, the Democratic Alliance.30 In the midst of this legislative victory, however, many traditional, conservative, South Africans—like the Zulu people—“maintain that homosexuality is morally wrong,” and thus, should remain illegal.31

B. Lingering Anti-Homosexual Sentiments in South Africa

Although South Africa is the first country in Africa that has legalized homosexuality and same-sex marriage, hate crimes against gay people living there persist, which is illustrative of the notion that legalizing homosexuality may not prove entirely effective, due to the overbearing, negative biases people hold.32 Motshidisi “Pasca” Melamu, a 21-year-old lesbian woman from Johannesburg, was found

27. See Masci et al., supra note 2.
28. Id.
29. Id.
30. Id.
31. Id.
dead in a nearby township after having gone to a party in December 2015.33 Her body was found unrecognizable, as it had been severely beaten and mutilated.34 At the morgue, the only way her family was able to identify her was by a distinct tattoo that she had on her leg.35 Her family fervently believes the attack that led to her death was unjustified.36 On accepting her homosexuality, her cousin said, “We had accepted her at home. We didn’t care what others had to say. [We] just want police to take action and use these people as an example, to show them that what they did was wrong.”37 At the time of Melamu’s death, the crime rate in South Africa was especially high, with black lesbians living in townships “fac[ing] particular risks and often suffer[ing] the most violent crimes.”38 Much of the present-day danger South African women face relates to their vulnerability as women in a country with “one of the highest rates of rape in the world.”39

As women existing in a staunchly patriarchal and homophobic society, South African women, particularly lesbians, are exposed to the dangers of the notion that “they can be ‘changed’” through what South Africans refer to as “corrective rape.”40 Corrective rape is a practice aimed at “curing” lesbians of their sexual preferences.41 It is a hate crime “wielded to convert lesbians to heterosexuality,” an attempt to cure them of being gay.42 Authorities on Melamu’s case suspected that she was correctively raped before she died; however, they were unable to prove this post-mortem.43

Similarly, Mvuleni Fana, a lesbian from Johannesburg, was attacked by four men on her way home from football practice one evening.44 The men raped her, one by one, beating her until she passed out.45 Before reaching complete unconsciousness, Fana distinctly remembered one of her attackers saying to her, “After everything

33. Id.; see Kgothatso Mogale, Slain Lesbian Woman’s Family Says Her Murder Was Unjustified, EYEWITNESS NEWS, http://ewn.co.za/2016/01/18/Slain-lesbian-family-says-her-attack-was-unjustified [https://perma.cc/2LQ7-SH3U].
34. Fletcher, supra note 32.
35. Id.
36. Mogale, supra note 33.
37. Id.
38. Fletcher, supra note 32.
39. Id.
40. Id.
41. Id.
43. See Fletcher, supra note 32.
44. See Strudwick, supra note 42.
45. Id.
we’re going to do to you, you’re going to be a real woman, and you’re never going to act like this again.” Fana was lucky to have survived her attack, as many of South Africa’s corrective rape victims do not. Her case, in comparison to Pasca Melamu’s, resulted in a criminal conviction. Fana’s attackers were found guilty and were sentenced to twenty-five years in prison. Mvuleni Fana’s case is unusual and atypical of rape victims, as it resulted in justice for her, unlike twenty-four out of twenty-five rapes that even reach trial in South Africa. Those cases, along with Pasca Melamu’s and many others, typically result in no prosecution.

Although South African legislation is put in place to combat homophobic sentiments, LGBT activists feel helpless in a society in which their law enforcement and justice system seem to be failing them. Residual anti-homosexual sentiments post-Apartheid remain an issue regarding South African law enforcement and other respected authorities protecting those covered under the country’s constitution. In response to a march held weeks after Melamu’s death, Lindiwe Nhlapo, a member of Vaal LGBTI (one of the groups that organized the march), opined, “The police are not doing anything . . . [they] are failing us big time.”

Because of this failure, many LGBT-identifying South Africans continue to live in fear of being their authentic, whole selves. Bontle Kahlo, a civil rights activist with the Ekurhuleni Pride Organizing Committee (EPOC) stated, “I can’t walk with my partner on the street and hold [her] hand . . . I can’t go out at night and say ‘I’m going to dance somewhere,’ because I’m not safe. I might get killed because of who I am, because of who I love.”

II. HOMOSEXUALITY IN CAMEROON

A. Corruption at the Forefront of Enforcing Anti-Gay Laws

Corruption remains at the epicenter of Cameroon’s government, which is marked by an extremely authoritarian regime masked as
a democracy.57 Because of this, Cameroon is a prime case study of the ways in which anti-homosexuality laws have been enforced to endorse persecuting homosexuals.58

The social climate and conditions for gay individuals in Cameroon have always been terrible, and continue to worsen.59 The country engages in more prosecutions of sexual minorities than any other country in sub-Saharan Africa.60 During his presidency, Obama spoke out against Uganda’s anti-gay legislation and former Secretary of State, John Kerry, decried atrocities against Nigerian gays and lesbians; however, Cameroon has been “spared such an international spotlight, even though it has been quietly arresting, charging and imprisoning gay people” for years.61 The Cameroonian government enforces its anti-homosexuality laws “beyond the letter of the law,” with charges brought arbitrarily against individuals who are perceived to be gay.62 “Charges are triggered by the slightest suspicion that someone belongs to the homosexual minority,” with evidence of this “obtained through torture and ill-treatment” of the individual in question.63

“It’s normal to kill somebody for being gay or lesbian in Cameroon,” Cedric Tchante, a gay man from Douala, Cameroon, says.64 “[Y]ou will have no problem with the police of the courts.”65 Tchante worked as “a peer counselor educator and HIV prevention education coordinator at Cameroon’s first center for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people,” called Alternatives Cameroun.66

---

62. Frisch, supra note 59; Volpe, supra note 58.
63. Volpe, supra note 58 (emphasis added).
65. Id.
66. Id.
Cameroun, located in Tchante’s hometown of Douala, is known amongst the homosexual community as being “one of the only spaces in Cameroon where gay and lesbian people can come together and feel safe.”\(^{67}\) The center, which operates as an HIV/AIDS clinic, “offers healthcare services, counseling, legal aid and vocational training.”\(^{68}\) Tchante’s job as peer counselor was a dangerous one “in a country [like Cameroon] where homosexuality is punishable by up to five years in prison.”\(^{69}\)

With regards to condemning individuals for being gay, convictions are usually based on allegations and denunciations from people “who have claimed to law enforcement officials that they are gay.”\(^{70}\) Corruption in Cameroon completely overshadows the pertinent fact that the country is a party to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), a multilateral treaty adopted by the United Nations that prohibits arrests on the grounds of sexual orientation.\(^{71}\) Cameroon’s Constitution fails to incorporate the ICCPR in its domestic law, but, under Article 45, provides that international treaties override national law where there is a conflict: “Duly approved or ratified treaties and international agreements shall, following the publication, override national laws, provided the other party implements the said treaty or agreement.”\(^{72}\)

Article 347-1 of Cameroon’s Model Penal Code, the country’s governing authority over criminal law, instigates law enforcement and civilians to oppress those identifying as lesbian and gay, on the misconception that as homosexuals they are not recognized in the Code—nor even in the Constitution—and therefore do not have any legal rights.\(^{73}\) Charges brought against presumed homosexuals in Cameroonian courts are simply unlawful, not only from an international law perspective, but are unconstitutional under the laws of Cameroon itself.\(^{74}\)

In the extremely rare cases in which appeals against convictions of homosexuality are successful, Cameroonian courts are reluctant to release written judgments of their decisions, thereby preventing

\(^{67}\) Id. (quoting filmmaker Shaun Kadlec).
\(^{68}\) Id.
\(^{69}\) See id.
\(^{71}\) See Volpe, *supra* note 58.
\(^{73}\) Volpe, *supra* note 58.
\(^{74}\) Id.
defendants involved in subsequent, similar legal actions from relying on such vital precedent. The legislative body’s actions are an enemy of progress: they discourage what seems to be a never-ending, cyclical process to acquire justice for gay Cameroonians.

Charges and convictions of homosexuality severely breach Article II of the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, which states: “Every individual shall be entitled to the enjoyment of the rights and freedoms recognized and guaranteed in the present Charter without distinction of any kind such as race, ethnic group, color, sex, language, religion, political or any other opinion, national and social origin, fortune, birth or other status.” The principle of non-discrimination “provides the foundation for the enjoyment of all human rights” and corrupt Cameroonian authority, law enforcement, and lawmakers stand in the way of gay Cameroonians enjoying the rights afforded to them.

B. How Article 347-1 Affects Gay Cameroonians

Article 347-1 of Cameroon’s Penal Code, originally penned in 1967, was amended in 1972. A decree by former Cameroonian President, Ahmadou Ahidjo, effectuated the law without its usual review by the National Assembly. The English translation of the amended article very clearly reads: “Whoever has sexual relations with a person of the same sex shall be punished with imprisonment for from 6 (six) months to 5 (five) years and a fine of from CFAF 20,000 (twenty thousand) to CFAF 200,000 (two hundred thousand).” Because there is no standard metric applied to discern whether a certain individual is gay or not, “innocent” individuals under Cameroon’s Penal Code are mistreated and detained against their will.

Article 347-1’s continued existence has led to numerous violations of international law, human rights, and freedoms that are...
provided to Cameroonians under the ICCPR. Still, citizens arrested under the article are often held without charge for over forty-eight hours, longer than what is permitted under Cameroonian law. More often than not, detainees are denied bail and are held captive for months before being heard at trial, where they are “often abused and treated inhumanely.” Those arrested under Article 347-1 can be convicted and even sentenced without the necessary and appropriate evidence needed to prove that the arrestee actually engaged in homosexual behavior.

C. Mbede, Ayissi, et al.: Guilty of Being Gay Until Proven Innocent

Roger Mbede’s harrowing story is especially salient in comprehending just how dangerous Article 347-1 is to the climate for homosexuals in Cameroon. Mbede was a leading figure and “global face” of the gay rights movement in Cameroon. In 2011, Roger Mbede was arrested and convicted under the assumption of being gay under Cameroon’s Penal Code provision, imposing prison terms of up to five years. He was found guilty of homosexual conduct for sending a text message to a male acquaintance that read, “I’m very much in love with you.” The appeals court upheld Mbede’s three-year sentence, empowering the anti-gay sentiments that many lawmakers, law enforcers, and civilians have been psychologically trained to harbor through existing legislation. While the appeal was pending, Mbede was freed from imprisonment and could return to his home village of Ngoumou. Activists commented that the court’s ruling presented yet another setback for gay people in Cameroon, a country

83. Id. at 448–49.
84. Id. at 449.
85. Id.
87. Id.
88. Id. This is not unusual; Cameroonian officials have carried out waves of arrests targeting sexual minorities for the last ten years. Id. According to Human Rights Watch, the country prosecutes more people for homosexuality than any other country in sub-Saharan Africa, often on limited or even fabricated evidence. Id.
89. See The Associated Press, supra note 70.
90. Id.
widely viewed as the “most repressive country in Africa” regarding its prosecution of same-sex couples.\textsuperscript{92} The appeals court’s “decision sends a warning to LGBT Cameroonians that they risk beatings, arrests, and imprisonment simply because of their sexual orientation or gender identity.”\textsuperscript{93}

Cameroon has very clearly created a culture in which a hatred of homosexuality is deeply rooted in the fabric and inner workings of the country.\textsuperscript{94} “Taught to fear . . . homosexuality, citizens take the law into their own hands,” reporting those they speculate as homosexual.\textsuperscript{95} The ruling in \textit{Francois Ayissi et al. v. Cameroon} is exemplary of the homophobia that permeates Cameroonian culture.\textsuperscript{96} The Working Group on Arbitrary Detention (The Working Group) wrote an opinion on the unlawful detainment of Francois Ayissi and ten of his Cameroonian colleagues, who were arrested one night at a bar known to be frequented by homosexuals.\textsuperscript{97} They were charged under Article 347-1.\textsuperscript{98} At their hearing, the prosecution was unable to provide any witness testimony or evidence to support its case, so the judge found Ayissi and the others not guilty for the offense with which they had been charged.\textsuperscript{99} According to the Cameroonian government, “the basis for the court’s finding was Law No. 90/45 of 19 December 1990, which provides that persons accused of certain offences, including the offence to which Article 347-1 of the Criminal Code relates, must be brought directly before the competent court.”\textsuperscript{100}

\textsuperscript{92} See The Associated Press, supra note 70.


\textsuperscript{94} See Nordberg, supra note 82, at 447.

\textsuperscript{95} Id. at 448.

\textsuperscript{96} See id. at 454.


\begin{quote}
[t]o investigate cases of deprivation of liberty imposed arbitrarily or otherwise inconsistently with the relevant international standards set forth in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights or in the relevant international legal instruments accepted by the States concerned . . . [and] [t]o act on information submitted to its attention regarding alleged cases of arbitrary detention by sending urgent appeals . . . to concerned Governments to clarify and to bring to their attention these cases.
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{98} Ayissi, U.N. Doc. A/HRC4/40/Add.1 at 91 ¶ 8.

\textsuperscript{99} Id. ¶ 10.

\textsuperscript{100} Id. ¶ 15.
Finally, The Working Group opined that “the deprivation of [the] liberty of [Francois and the ten other detainees] was arbitrary . . . regardless of the fact that they were ultimately released.” Having rendered its opinion, The Working Group issued the following request: that the Cameroonian Government “take the necessary steps to remedy the situation by considering the possibility of amending domestic law,” in accordance with standards accepted by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the State. Again, because Ayissi and his fellow detainees were present at a bar which many gay and lesbian Cameroonians frequented, they were automatically presumed to be homosexual. The loose standards implied by Article 347-1’s amendment made it possible for Ayissi and his peers to be prematurely detained, for the purposes of “proceedings against them by the Court of First Instance of Yaoundé-Centre Administratif,” but were too arbitrary for their conviction to withstand a court of law.

D. The Solution: Reforming Article 347-1

Accepting and tolerating homosexuality in Cameroon is predicated on the intrinsic, ingrained biases and beliefs held by lawmakers and power players in the country’s judicial system. As previously mentioned, in the unusual instances in which appealing homosexuality convictions are successful—and the accused is let free—the courts in Cameroon tend to abstain from releasing any written judgments, so as to make such precedent inaccessible to other defendants wanting justice for themselves.

One solution to the anti-gay problem in Cameroon would be to completely rewrite Article 347-1. Making the article less broad and more nuanced could lead to less human rights violations and detentions of Cameroonians convicted of homosexual acts they did not do or were not part of committing.

The full text of Article 347-1, the provision of Cameroon’s Model Penal Code that pertains to the legality of homosexuality, currently reads: “Whoever has sexual relations with a person of the same sex shall be punished with imprisonment from six months to five years and fine of from 20,000 to 200,000 francs.” Revising the part of the

---

101. Id. ¶ 20.
102. Id. ¶ 23.
103. See id. ¶ 7.
105. Volpe, supra note 58.
106. See Itaborahy & Zhu, supra note 3, at 45.
provision pertaining to “sexual relations” between same-sex individuals would be helpful in reducing the number of individuals persecuted by law enforcement for being gay. As the article stands, this provision is entirely too broad.

How exactly do Cameroonian legislators and lawmakers define “sexual relations”? Under what parameters are two same-sex individuals having “sexual relations”? By sending simple texts reading, “I am very much in love with you,” as in Roger Mbede’s case, or through more explicit and physical acts? What is the gravity of the punishment associated with these acts? These are the important questions that Cameroon’s legislative body needs to consider in its reformation of Article 347-1. Making the article’s language more detailed and nuanced would deter gay and lesbian Cameroonians from committing the acts that they routinely have been detained and imprisoned for in the past.

Cameroon’s legislative body should also consider the country’s political climate when thinking of reforming Article 347-1. Colonized and partitioned by the British and French (and Germany, prior to 1919), Cameroon is a country that is predominately Francophone (French-speaking), with Anglophone (English-speaking) regions in its North-West and South-Western parts. Cameroon has “parallel legal systems inherited from its two former colonial rulers.” While the Francophone regions of the country abide by and follow the French legal tradition, Anglophone regions operate under British common law. It is unclear as to whether Article 347-1 applies solely to Francophone Cameroonians, Anglophone Cameroonians, or both. There is much clarity needed regarding who is governed by the article, and the Penal Code generally.

Leaving Article 347-1 to such broad interpretation gives the Cameroonian legislature the authority to condemn, persecute, and detain homosexuals without having to satisfy prongs of a narrowly construed statute. Although not every arrest leads to prison sentences as referred to in Article 347-1, the burden of proof needed to arrest an individual on the suspicion of homosexuality is remarkably low. This is indicative of the legislative intent of conservative Cameroonian lawmakers.

108. Id.
109. Id.
E. Potential Obstacles with Reforming Article 347-1

Legislation reform could further impose limitations on the ability of homosexual Cameroonians to freely express themselves. The country’s current political climate itself presents a barrier to legislation being successfully passed. There has historically been tension between the Anglophone and Francophone regions of Cameroon, but within the last few years tensions have escalated, with increasing demand for independence between the two regions. Demonstrations and protests by separatists have run rampant in cities like Bamenda, a city in the North-West province; Douala, the country’s largest city; and Yaoundé, the country’s capital. The intense political discord the country is currently experiencing could potentially have a negative effect on implementing legislative improvements and amendments to Article 347-1 moving forward.

Political climate aside, by narrowing existing legislation, there is a possibility that Cameroonian homosexuals may feel even more restricted by what they can and cannot do in public, and how they openly display their love for one another. By limiting provisions of Article 347-1, there could potentially be disagreement over what is meant by “sexual relations” according to the statute.

To more liberal Cameroonian lawmakers, sexual relations could consist of kissing in public, at the very least. To more conservative lawmakers and legislators, sexual relations under Article 347-1 could be considered as simply holding hands. Reaching an agreement regarding the types of acts outlawed by the provision and the severity of the punishments associated with each one—for example, a prison sentence of three months for affectionately holding hands with a person of the same sex in public, in comparison to spending a one-year term in jail for publicly kissing a member of the same sex on the lips—may prove difficult, but will settle the arbitrariness issue surrounding the government’s persecution of individuals for their behavior.

It is safe to assume that specifying the actions outlawed under Cameroon’s Penal Code provision would lead to less cases like Roger

---


111. Id.

Mbede’s and Francois Ayissi’s. There would be less unlawful detentions, less frivolous uses of resources on behalf of the Cameroonian government, and less time wasted attempting to get these types of cases litigated in court. Specifying provisions of the article could also lead to positive reformations of other articles that are similarly ambiguous and unclearly worded in Cameroon’s Model Penal Code. While subscribing degrees of punishment to gay Cameroonian displays of affection infringes on their rights and abilities to interact with their loved ones, the Penal Code’s specifying (1) which acts are to be outlawed and (2) the severity of punishment for each outlawed act, eliminates any gray area for potential violations and offenders of Article 347-1.

III. HOMOSEXUALITY IN UGANDA


Homosexual relationships have been illegal in Uganda since the British colonial era, when gay people were still regular targets of threats and violence. Homosexuality was officially criminalized in 1902, and carried a “life sentence of imprisonment until 1930.” Uganda’s Penal Code Act was enacted on June 15, 1950. The purpose of the Act was “to establish a code of criminal law” in Uganda. The Act consists of 42 chapters, ranging from General Rules as to Criminal Responsibility to an entire chapter on criminal conspiracies, and is comprised of 395 sections throughout those chapters. The sections that pertain to homosexuality are sections 145, 146, and 148, which are titled, “Unnatural offences,” “Attempt to commit unnatural offences,” and “Indecent practices,” respectively. These sections of the Ugandan Penal Code date back to the British colonial

116. Id.
117. Id.
118. Itaborahy & Zhu, supra note 3, at 60.
era, which is indicia of the very antiquated and traditional views of the Ugandan Parliament.\textsuperscript{119}

The sections read as follows:

145. Unnatural offences.

Any person who—
(a) has carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature;
(b) has carnal knowledge of an animal; or
(c) permits a male person to have carnal knowledge of him or her against the order of nature, commits an offence and is liable to imprisonment for life.

146. Attempt to commit unnatural offences.

Any person who attempts to commit any of the offences specified in section 145 commits a felony and is liable to imprisonment for seven years. . . .

148. Indecent practices.

Any person who, whether in public or in private, commits any act of gross indecency with another person or procures another person to commit any act of gross indecency with him or her or attempts to procure the commission of any such act by any person with himself or herself or with another person, whether in public or in private, commits an offence and is liable to imprisonment for seven years.\textsuperscript{120}

On October 13, 2009, David Bahati, a member of Parliament for the National Resistance Movement, the ruling party of Uganda, introduced the country’s first-ever anti-homosexuality bill.\textsuperscript{121} The bill initially provided for the death penalty in cases of “aggravated homosexuality.”\textsuperscript{122} This provision of the bill was later removed, per disapproval from Ugandan President Yoweri Museveni, who opposed the bill that he thought “impose[d] a death sentence for ‘aggravated homosexuality.’”\textsuperscript{123} Museveni believed that though homosexuals were “sick . . . this [did] not mean [that] they should be killed or

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{120} See UGANDA PENAL CODE ACT, ch. 120, §§ 145, 146, 148.
\textsuperscript{121} Id.
\textsuperscript{122} Id.
\textsuperscript{123} Id.
\end{footnotes}
jailed for life."124 Removing the death penalty as a consequence of violating the bill was also influenced by international pressures, as some European countries threatened withdrawing aid to Uganda, a country that relies on millions of dollars from the international community.125 Parliament adjusted the death penalty clause to a fourteen-year prison term for first convictions, and “imprisonment for life for the offense of aggravated homosexuality,” which includes acts of serial offenders in violation of the bill and cases in which one has sex with a minor—even protected or consensual—and is infected with HIV.126 As homosexuality was already illegal in Uganda, this bill was put in place to further deter people from western influences promoting homosexuality amongst Ugandans.127 The bill not only condemned homosexuality, but also made not reporting gay people and their committed acts illegal as well.128

Bahati further altered the bill to include “attempted homosexuality” as a violation.129 This supplement to the bill helped it function as a means to bolster Uganda’s capacity to deal with emerging “internal and external threats to the traditional heterosexual family,” according to Bahati.130 Parliament passed the bill in December 2013 and President Museveni officially signed it into law as the Anti-Homosexuality Act in February 2014.131 Museveni signed it in front of “government officials, journalists and a team of Ugandan scientists who had said they found no genetic basis for homosexuality—a conclusion that Mr. Museveni cited in support of the new law.”132 The bill’s passing into Ugandan law was met with scrutiny, criticism, and disappointment from the country’s allies.133 In a statement made following Museveni’s ratification of the bill into law, John Kerry, U.S. Secretary of State, commented, “This is a tragic day for Uganda and for all who care about the cause of human rights . . . [u]ltimately, the only answer is repeal of this law.”134
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B. How the Ugandan Penal Code Affects Gay and Lesbian Ugandans

LGBT activists estimate the number of people in the Ugandan gay community to be 500,000.135 Val Kalende, a gay rights activist in Uganda, knows full well what it means to exist as openly lesbian in the country, and how problematic it is.136 When Kalende came out as gay, she faced much criticism and isolation from her parents and the rest of her family: “[Her family] used to ask [her], ‘Don’t you want to have children? Don’t you want a man?’”137 Homosexual Ugandans depending on their parents and family members as sources of income for their education and overall livelihood are faced with a dilemma: do they openly admit their sexuality, or not? Kalende states, “If you’re in school and your parents find out [that you are gay], they’ll stop paying school fees . . . [y]our family will avoid you.”138

The challenges gay Ugandans face go beyond familial issues, from social exclusion—being denied employment and an education—to discrimination while accessing healthcare services, being arrested, and getting verbally and physically attacked.139 Kasha Jacqueline Nabagesera, a 36-year-old Ugandan LGBT activist who has made fighting for Uganda’s LGBT community her life’s work, has repeatedly been evicted from rental homes due to her sexual orientation.140 Because her neighbors refuse to condone and accept her sexuality, and due to an intense fear of being brutalized by police or her fellow citizens, she refrains from using public transportation and walking the streets alone.141 Being gay in Uganda has, in a sense, crippled Nabagesera’s freedom to live and move about in her home country, a place in which she, as a citizen, has unalienable rights.142

While anti-gay sentiments are hardly unique to Ugandan culture, Uganda is different than other countries in which being gay is considered a taboo—in its level of “official, government-sponsored anti-gay
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hate speech,” and its endorsement through action by law officials.

George Mukhwezi “fled his home country of Uganda [to Kenya] because he was gay.” Mukhwezi claims he was “attacked and assaulted [several times] by residents and even arrested by police,” and because of this, he escaped. The persecution of gay and lesbian Ugandans has “spurred an exodus of LGBT refugees from the country in recent years,” many of them seeking asylum in Kenya, where being gay is also illegal, but enforcement of the law “has been more sporadic than in Uganda.” Refugees like George Mukhwezi feel they cannot return to the country they once knew. Mukhwezi says, “I can’t go back to Uganda . . . . It’s very hard to live as an LGBT (person) in Uganda. People face discrimination from family members, authority, community and also religious leaders. You can die [at] anytime.”

The late David Kato was deemed a hero in Uganda’s movement for LGBT rights. Kato, described as a “slight, bookish-looking, soft-voiced man,” was a teacher at St. Herman Nkoni primary school in Bukoto West, Uganda. In 2011, Kato was beaten to death with a hammer in his Kampala home, weeks after securing a high court injunction against *Rolling Stone*, a Ugandan tabloid that had been printing the names, photographs, and addresses of gay people and “openly calling for their execution.”

Growing up in a very conservative home, Kato was brainwashed to believe “that it was wrong to be in love with a man.” However, Kato firmly believed that there were only two ways to deal with being gay, or “kuchu,” which was slang used amongst Ugandan homosexuals, meaning “same,” as in same-sex. Those two ways were either by (1) hiding it from others, or (2) being out and proud, which is what Kato preferred, despite the risks he incurred doing so.
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Kato’s coming out in Uganda was inspired by his coming out experiences as a teacher in South Africa: “[Kato] had seen apartheid fall, and the old anti-sodomy laws with it, and had decided at last to admit his homosexuality—he held a televised press conference to start the push for gay rights in his own country.”\textsuperscript{155} He was beat up by Ugandan police for admitting his homosexuality soon after.\textsuperscript{156} Val Kalende attributed Kato’s death to “the hatred [that was] planted in Uganda by U.S. evangelical [Christians],” a community in Uganda that held Kato to the least amount of respect, often referring to him as “a dog, [and] a pig, possessed by devils.”\textsuperscript{157} The priest presiding over Kato’s funeral remarked that Kato was “worse than a beast, because animals at least [knew] the difference between a male and a female,” insinuating that Kato did not.\textsuperscript{158} It was then that Kalende urged for the Ugandan government and said evangelicals to “take responsibility for David’s blood.”\textsuperscript{159}

Kato’s death sparked little action from Parliament to eliminate Uganda’s anti-homosexuality bill.\textsuperscript{160} Amidst growing international pressures and threats from European countries to cut funding and monetary aid to Uganda, President Museveni indicated that “the bill would be scrapped.”\textsuperscript{161} However, President Museveni signed the bill into law as the Anti-Homosexuality Act in 2014.\textsuperscript{162} Despite Kato’s death leaving deep scars in Uganda, a nation profoundly divided on the issue of gay rights, his passing has “emboldened the Ugandan LGBT movement[,] not destroyed it.”\textsuperscript{163}

C. How Altering Uganda’s Anti-Gay Legislation Will Improve the Country’s Climate Surrounding Homosexuality

Like Article 347-1 of Cameroon’s Model Penal Code, Articles 145, 146, and 148 of the Ugandan Penal Code are similarly vague and broad in their definitions of what the legislature deems an “[u]nnatural offence” under Article 145, an “[a]ttempt to commit an unnatural offence” under Article 146, and what constitutes “[i]ndecent practices”
under the provision of Article 148.\textsuperscript{164} There are many ways in which the existing text of the Code can be revised to better understand (1) who the provisions apply to; (2) what acts are deemed illegal under the applicable provisions; and (3) what punishment(s) will result as a violation of the articles.

Throughout the text of Articles 145, 146, and 148, the words “gay,” “lesbian,” or “homosexual” do not appear at all.\textsuperscript{165} There is no definitive clause in any of the articles that explicitly references that the provisions of the code apply to LGBT individuals.\textsuperscript{166} The provisions do not even reference the term “same-sex.”\textsuperscript{167} Clarifying the type(s) of persons to whom the articles apply will ultimately lead to a decrease in the discrimination against and persecution of gay people in Uganda. Individuals identifying as homosexual will undoubtedly have to police their actions in public to avoid violating provisions of the code, however, knowing that there are significant repercussions for their actions under Articles 145, 146, and 148 could potentially save their lives.

Article 145 refers to those having carnal knowledge of any person “against the order of nature.”\textsuperscript{168} For purposes of the article titled “Unnatural offences,” we can assume that the “order of nature” mentioned throughout the provision is a reference to the sexual practices that occur between two people—specifically, a heterosexual person’s sexual involvements with a person of the opposite sex.\textsuperscript{169} There are dangers in assuming and misinterpreting legislative intent when deciphering statutory authority, and it is no different in this case with what the Ugandan legislative body meant by “unnatural offences.”\textsuperscript{170}

The same notion applies to the phrase, “carnal knowledge.”\textsuperscript{171} The legal definition of carnal knowledge is “an act of especially illegal sexual intercourse.”\textsuperscript{172} The provision references permitting “a male person to have carnal knowledge of him or her against the order of
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nature." A layman unfamiliar with Ugandan law and the country’s sentiments towards homosexuality could very well misinterpret Article 145’s provision to simply concern issues of statutory rape (vis-à-vis “carnal knowledge”), without ever realizing the provision’s purpose is to outlaw homosexuality.

It is unclear why the article references having carnal knowledge of an animal. How does having carnal knowledge of an animal coincide with sexual relations between members of the same sex? If the aim of the provision is to describe the types of acts that are considered offenses in violation of Article 145, then all mentions of anything other than what those offenses are should be removed. Referencing having carnal knowledge of an animal in no way advances or bolsters the meaning and purpose of Article 145. It is distracting and unnecessary and should be removed from the penal code entirely. It is also unclear why the article specifically condemns allowing a male to have carnal knowledge of a person going against the order of nature. This specific clause within the article needs revising for two reasons: (1) to reflect application to both males and females and (2) so that women are not arbitrarily convicted and sentenced under the provision.

Lastly, if these offenses are to be punished, there should be a measure of punishment depending on the gravity and severity of committing each offense. A person having carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature should not be victim to the same punishment of life imprisonment as “[a]ny person who permits a male person to have carnal knowledge of him or herself against the order of nature.” It is critical that Ugandan lawmakers and legislators identify the differences between these two provisions in the article, and, if violating the provisions must result in punishment, it is recommended that lawmakers assign appropriate and befitting consequences for violating the provisions, accordingly.

Article 146, which directly refers to the offenses (offences) indicated in Article 145, similarly does not specify how persons committing the acts in Article 145 are liable for their felonious behavior, resulting in up to seven years of imprisonment. Again, the article’s explicit reference to same-sex couples, gays, lesbians, and homosexuals as individuals in this provision would allow for better focus on the specific types of behavior that it seeks to make illegal.
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Article 146 also only refers to an attempt to commit these “unnatural offences.”\textsuperscript{179} Although it is presumed that those violating the provision by outwardly performing these acts will be subject to repercussions, the Code should definitively state this.

As mentioned in earlier discussion of Article 347-1 of the Cameroonian Model Penal Code, there is no indication of what offenses are deemed “unnatural” under Article 146.\textsuperscript{180} Do the unnatural offenses that the provision seeks to illegalize only involve those sexual in nature, or do Ugandan lawmakers consider less promiscuous acts between individuals of the same sex (for example, hugging, kissing, holding hands, etc.) unnatural as well? Establishing these parameters is not only key for proper interpretation of the article and understanding legislative intent, but is important for gay Ugandans to know the types of deeds outlawed under the statute. The more detail that is given and the more they know, the less likely they will be to commit any of the offenses that Article 146 deems “unnatural.”

Again, there needs to be a range of consequences illustrated in Article 146 as punishable in one’s attempt to commit these offenses. Unless Ugandan lawmakers think a same-sex couple’s attempt to hold hands should be penalized to the same extent as said couple’s attempt to kiss or even have sex in public, there should be a myriad of punishments associated with the attempt to commit each act differentiated under the article.

Like Articles 145 and 146, Article 148 never explicitly refers to acts committed by people of the same sex as being “gros[sly] indecent.”\textsuperscript{181} The article is awfully broad and entirely too generalized, as it states:

\begin{quote}
Any person who, whether in public or in private, commits any act of gross indecency with another person or procures another person to commit any act of gross indecency with him or her or attempts to procure the commission of any such act by any person with himself or herself or with another person, whether in public or in private, commits an offence and is liable to imprisonment for seven years.\textsuperscript{182}
\end{quote}

How does Ugandan Parliament define what is considered a “gross indecency”? On its face, this provision could mean a number of different things—namely, that Parliament outlaws participating in sexual activities (if that is what is meant by “gross indecency”) in
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both public and private arenas. This provision is about as arbitrarily worded as the reasons for which people like David Kato, George Mukhwezi, and Kasha Jacqueline Nabagesera were arrested, evicted, and persecuted.

Article 347-1 of Cameroon’s Model Penal Code and Article 148 of Uganda’s anti-homosexuality bill are similar in the fact that the acts outlawed by both statutes are not clearly stated and defined, therefore making a range of activities between people of the same sex illegal. A concisely worded, precise drafting of the articles would undeniably lead to less criminal convictions and persecutions of gay people in either country.

D. Potential Roadblocks to Revising Provisions of the Ugandan Penal Code

There will undoubtedly be challenges and resistance to reforming Articles 145, 146, and 148 of Uganda’s Penal Code. Like reforming provisions in Cameroon’s Model Penal Code, narrowly construing newly revised Articles 145, 146, and 148 could infringe on the ability of gay Ugandans to openly and outwardly express themselves, and the feelings for those they love. Regarding Article 145, the Ugandan Parliament is bound to disagree over Article 145, and just how explicit and detailed it should be in describing the types of offenses it deems “unnatural” and “against the order of nature.” There may also be disagreement over whether to strictly refer to males (“permits a male person to have carnal knowledge of him or her against the order of nature”), as the provision currently stands, or to amend it to include a reference to females as well. Liberal members of Parliament may regard “unnatural offenses” to mean members of the same sex kissing, or having sexual intercourse, while conservative Ugandan members of Parliament, on a completely opposite end of the spectrum, may construe “unnatural offenses” to consist of two men or two women simply holding hands.

Article 148 may bring about another dispute regarding the semantics and choice of words in the provision. There may be debate as to whether “indecent practices” means the same thing as “unnatural offences,” and whether they should be punished to equal or different
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degrees. The subjects of Article 148 are “[a]ny person who . . . com-
mits any act of gross indecency.” Reform proposals for the article
may call for specifying exactly who the article applies to; it will be
up to the Ugandan Parliament to decide whether to tailor the provi-
sion for specificity, or to leave it open-ended and expansive in its
application. Members of Parliament may be met with the challenge
of maintaining sanctions over persons of the same sex committing
acts in private arenas, which presumptively will be harder to prove
than those committing the same acts in public.

CONCLUSION

It is clear that the African continent must make progress in ad-
vocating for gay rights. Although legalizing homosexuality in South
Africa was undoubtedly met with its own challenges, it is jarring
that it still is the only country on the entire African continent that
openly and legally advocates for the rights of its gay citizens. Though South Africa has technically legalized homosexuality, hate
crimes against gay individuals living in the country still persist,
which is at the root of the tension that still lingers between the
homosexual and heterosexual communities there.

For countries like Uganda and Cameroon, South Africa is a
beacon of hope that legislative action and reform can take place and
better the lives of oppressed homosexuals who are impacted by
Article 347-1 of Cameroon’s Model Penal Code, and Sections 145,
146, and 148 of Uganda’s Penal Code Act of 1950. The statutory au-
thority that governs issues concerning homosexuality in Cameroon
is entirely too vague, and thus, applied arbitrarily, leading to mis-
treatment and detainment of undeserving individuals against their
will. Article 347-1 has breached international human rights pro-
tections afforded to gay Cameroonians under the ICCPR. Uganda’s
Penal Code has impacted gay Ugandans far beyond social exclusion
from society. Gay Ugandans are denied employment, education, and
healthcare services, and are subject to arrests, detainment, persecu-
tion, and physical and verbal abuse, simply for being gay.

Hopefully within the coming years, through legislative reform
that will narrow and specify the incredibly broad language of their
respective legislative acts, these two countries will see less
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criminalization of homosexuals simply being themselves—something that severely and negatively impacted the lives of people like Roger Mbede, Francois Ayissi, Val Kalende, Jacqueline Nabagesera, George Mukhwezi, and David Kato.
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